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Language, Literacy & Communication 
Talk to your child and model good speaking and listening. 
Encourage your child use more complex sentences and vary 
their vocabulary. Go over all phonic single and diagraph sounds. 
Introduce the alternative vowel sounds, plurals, silent letters 
see www.jollylearning.co.uk/jolly-phonics/ 

 
Practise reading with your child every day. Encourage your 
child to read non-fiction and fiction books. Ask your child 
questions about the books to check for understanding. Read 
to your child, even if your child is becoming more independent 
with their own reading. Practise reading and writing the JP 
tricky word list  www.jollylearning.co.uk/resource-bank/handy-
tricky-word-list/  Create games, make lists, write on the 
computer to make this fun.  
 
Create opportunities to write with your child - lists, labels, 
diary, a news book, on the computer, stories, fact files. 
Encourage neat and consistent handwriting, use of 
punctuation such as capital letters, full stops and exclamation 
marks. Encourage your child to extend their sentences and use 
interesting vocabulary, and most importantly to read through 
their finished work. 
 

Maths and Numeracy 
Count up to at least 100 (up to 1000 as the term goes on) from 
different starting points, backwards and forwards. Learn their 
2s, 5s, 10s, times tables and count in those jumps. Read and 
write numbers to 100 and understand and explain the position 
of the digit determines the value up to 100.  Partition two-digit 
numbers and know the value of each digit.  Recall doubles up 
to 20 and recognise and understand odd and even numbers up 
to 100. www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/z7s22sg/year-2-and-p3-
lessons 
 
Use standard units to measure, using a weighing scale, ruler and 
measuring cylinders. Compare daily temperatures using a 
thermometer.  Use standard units of time to read hours and 
minutes on a clock or watch or phone.   
 
Recognise, name and describe the properties of regular and 
irregular 2D and 3D shapes. Sort and classify using more than 
two criteria and gather and record data from a range of 
sources. Add and subtract using their preferred strategy and 
mentally recall ‘10 more’ or ‘20 more’ within 100 and use checking 
strategies.  
 
Create a home shop and ‘pay’ for items up to £1 and find totals 
and give change from multiples of 10p.  

 
Topic 

Our topic this term is Space! 
We will be learning about:  

 The planets and the solar system 
 Astronauts and space travel 
 Space buggies and the moon. 
 The sun and what stars are.  
 E-safety and the importance of staying safe online. 

We will be: 
 Investigating an alien landing and designing a poster to find the aliens. 
 Reading lots of space stories and fact books about space. 
 Writing space stories. 
 Designing and making rockets. 
  Using different apps to save and upload pictures. 
 Creating our own universe in a jar. 

You can read books, look on the internet and create some wonderful things with your 
child/children linked to Space. 
 
 

Welsh 
 Revise Greetings, Pwy wyt ti? Sut wyt ti? Faint ydy oed? 

Numbers up to 10, colours, days of the week, months of the 
year. 

 Revise the Welsh alphabet  using Tric-a-Chlic. 
 Introduce Ble wyt ti'n byw? (Where do you live?). 
 Introduce Beth wyt ti'n wisgo?(What are you wearing?).  
 Introduce Oes cath/ci gyda ti?(Do you have a cath/dog?) 
 Read Welsh stories, sing Welsh songs and thymes.  
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Well being 
Encourage your child to: 

 Always have a go. 
 Not to worry if they make mistakes. 
 Read EVERY day. 
 Do their very best and to be proud of their achievements. 

 
 


